Title word cross-reference

(modp) [Pol78], $1/2 + 1\text{Poly}(\log N)$
[ACGS84], $\textbf{13.95}$ [Hig83], $\textbf{16.95}$
[Ano84a], $\textbf{19.95}$ [HJH85], $25 \cdot 10^9$ [PSW80],
$2^m \pm 1$ [BLS75], $2^n \pm 1$ [BS76], $2n$ [QG89],
$\textbf{34.95}$ [Ano82a], $\textbf{35.00}$ [Lei79a, Lei79b],
$\textbf{49.95}$ [Shu80a, Shu80b], $B$ [CS83], $D$
[Kak85]. $F_q$ [SX89], $\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{\text{poly}(\log N)}$ [CG85].
GF($2^n$) [BMV85]. GF($p$) [COS86, PH78].
GF($p^2$) [EIG85c]. $l$ [VGT89]. $M^3$ [Wil86a].
GF($2^m$) [Mas89]. GF($p^n$) [MOVW89]. $N$
[Knu87, QG89, VGT89], $n = 2$ [Lev61a].
NC$^0$ [Has87]. $O(\log n)$ [LW88]. $O(\log n)$
[Bra87a].

- Bit [QG89]. - ciphered [Knu87]. - tree

0 [ST89]. 0-7248-0274-6 [ST89].

10 [Hel81, Mei81]. 1004 [Mil87b]. 1040
[Lin88]. 1113 [Lin89]. 112 [Hig88b, Nat85a].
113 [Nat85b]. 12 [Bv82]. 121
[Hun85, Wic87]. 1413 [St.93]. 1421 [Lin93].
1474 [Per90]. 1500-1815 [TP63]. 15th
[IEE74]. 18 [Riv79]. 1917 [FM76]. 1938
[Shu80a, Shu80b]. 1941 [MB86]. 1942
[Uni79b]. 1943 [Roh75, Roh77]. 1944
[ML87]. 1945 [Uni79b]. 1975 [Ano88e].
[BBB+81]. 1982 [IEE82b]. 1983
[Bur81, Fée83, Had84]. 1984
[San86, BC85]. 1985 [Wil86b]. 1986
[ACM86, IEE86a]. 1987
\textbf{Mit76, NBS75a, Per85, PH78, PST88, Ree79, Roy86, Sha82, Sha84, Yas76, CA81, CA83a, Hun85, Kno79, Mar76, Wic87.} \textbf{Algorithms}\ [DS83, Has84, HM83, Knut69b, Knut69a, Knut73, QG89, Riv74b, She86, She87, AIR83, AG85, Eve98, Gam88, Mor89, OR5+87, PBGV89, Riv74a, SB84, She88]. \textbf{Alios}\ [Hei76]. \textbf{Alive}\ [Cha85a]. \textbf{Allied}\ [AWL+88, WTE+85]. \textbf{Allocation}\ [LB89a, LB89b]. \textbf{Alone}\ [RRM78]. \textbf{Alphabet}\ [Hil29]. \textbf{alphabétilques}\ [S.73]. \textbf{alphabets}\ [Fri35c, RF35]. \textbf{Alsbalden}\ [Sch20]. \textbf{also}\ [Wal00]. \textbf{Alternating}\ [CG75, Gun88a]. \textbf{Algorithmic}\ [DS83, Has84, HM83, Knu69b, Knu69a, Knu73, QG89, Riv74b, She86, She87, AIR83, AG85, Eve98, Gam88, Mor89, OR5+87, PBGV89, Riv74a, SB84, She88]. \textbf{Algorithms}\ [DS83, Has84, HM83, Knut69b, Knut69a, Knut73, QG89, Riv74b, She86, She87, AIR83, AG85, Eve98, Gam88, Mor89, OR5+87, PBGV89, Riv74a, SB84, She88].
[SK97]. **auffzulosen** [Sch20]. **August** [ACM89a, Gle87, USE88b, USE88a, Wil86b, Wal00]. **Austria** [CSB89, Pie86]. **aut** [Hei76]. **Authenticated** [DS83].

**Authenticating** [Sm87]. **Authentication** [Boo81, BAN89b, CV89, EKW74, GJ82, GL79, IW81, IL83, Kar85, Kar86, Lam81, MRW89, NIS85, Nat85b, NS78b, NS87, NS88, Pvl86, PW86b, PW87b, Lin93, Sid81, Sim85a, St.84, St.85, SNS88, Tsu89, WC81, ALN87b, Ano86a, Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano88j, BAN89a, Chr88, Den84b, Gi881, HHL89, Kaw87, Mer82b, Mi187b, NS78a, OR87, Lin87, Lin88, Lin89, SM83, Spe87, Tho74, Wan86].

**Authenticator** [Dav85]. **authenticators** [FVTS87]. **author** [FF57, Lea87]. **Authority** [MM87].

**Authorization** [GW76]. **Automata** [IEE74, KV89]. **Automated** [Gui76, CR88a]. **Automatic** [AWL88, Hig88f].

**automaton** [Gua87, TC85, TC86].

**Available** [MM87]. **avalanche** [DQD85]. **AVL** [Hol87]. **Award** [Ano82d, Ash87].

**Awards** [Bur81].

**B** [Bv82, Man60, Zaf63]. **B.C** [Bud29, Bud76]. **B.S.T.J.** [Hen81].

**Babbage**

[BCKS83, Bro86, SBET85, Vam85, Wor87, BWV88, Fra84, Fra85b, Fra86].

**Back** [Ano85a]. **background** [FM76]. **backup** [Ano87b]. **Bacon** [Lea87, Sar28].

**Bad** [AD81]. **Bahasa** [HS89]. **balance** [Sie83].

**Balancing** [Rab89]. **Ballistica** [Mer44].

**Baltimore** [USE89b, USE89a]. **Bamford** [Ano84a]. **band** [Bur88]. **bank** [Fei70].

**banking** [Per88]. **Banned** [SE86]. **Banquet** [SWT88]. **barbaris** [Hei76]. **bars** [Gyl38].

**baru** [Saw55]. **base** [We60].

**Based** [CR85, EIG85b, Gud80, Has84, HR82, IW81, Mer88, OSS85, Rub79, Sha85, WM85, Ale98, BR88, BS82, BS83, CF78, CR88c, CV89, Dem88, Drie79, EG85a, EIG85a, Gon89, Gro74, IL89, Jon86, Kar89a, Kar89b, KM88, Lan89, LB89a, LB89b, Lei80, Lew78, Lid85, MS76, Mi185, Mit76, MT86, MS83, Nie88, Noh88, PBGV89, Ron84, Sal85, SY86a, SY86b, Sal88, TIF88, YY89]. **Bases** [Ker75, MOV89, VGT88, VGT89].

**Basic** [UU89, Uni70, Dav79, Lag84b, Sha82, Sha84, vda88, Boy86, War82].

**Basic-plus** [War82]. **Batava** [Con39].

**Bateman** [Mul89b].

**battle** [Nor73, Roh77, Mac87, Roh75].

**battles** [Roh77].

**Be** [SE86, Hal79a, McC75, MT72, Nai89].

**Bearlagair** [MS76].

**been** [Bar79a].

**Behaviour** [QSA88].

**Belgium** [QV89, Van87].

**belief** [Gra82].

**Benchmarks** [Est80].

**Berkeley** [ACM86, Gle87].

**Bernardini** [Nis89].

**Bernstein** [WTE85].

**Berücksichtigung** [Kas63].

**besonderer** [Kas63].

**Best** [Fut73].

**Between** [Den86, Bar79b, Sie83, Win74b].

**Beyond** [Joh89, Boy88].

**Biased** [Bhu84].

**Bibliography**

[Lan46, VS41, Vol41, Gal45a, Gal45b, Gal45c, Gal70, Lei79a, Lei79b, Pri83, Shu76].

**Bidirectional** [Gul83].

**bifid** [Bow60a].

**Big** [Cha85b, Cha85c].

**Bijective** [Oka88].

**Binary** [PM78, Bou85, Er89, Vin71, Vin72].

**Biographical** [Kas63].

**Biographies** [Wei88].

**biology** [Sch84].

**bipolar** [Ano78b].

**Birkeroed** [Wor87].

**Birth** [Wel86].

**Birthday** [CN87, GCC88].

**BIT** [Riv79, QG89, Cho86, Per85, Roy86, Tex84].

**bit-slice** [Roy86].

**Bits** [ACGS84, BM82, BM84a, BOCS83, Boy89a, CG85, CG88, KLL88, LW88, BCKS83].

**Black** [Yar31, Yar40, Yar83, Fer87].

**Bletchley** [Goo79, MB86].

**Blind** [Cha83b].

**Block** [Fei74, QG89, Whe87, APW85, CE86, Hor85, Smi74].

**blockcipher** [PBGV89].

**Blocking** [Yun85a].

**board** [Ano78b].

**boat** [Bhe64].

**Bodyguard** [Bro75].

**Bog** [MS76].

**Bog-Latin** [MS76].

**Bombay** [Wel86].

**Book** [Ano82a, Ano84a, Ano85a, Bro86, Fil78, Gin70, HJ85, Dad84].

JL75]. Computational [Sim79b, Mei83].
Computationally [AIR83, Wil82c].
Computations [BOGW88, QSA88].
compute [Per85]. Computer
[Ano78a, Ano82d, Boy88, BK77, BCKS+83, 
Bur81, CR88b, Dav85, EKW74, Fei73, 
Gai80a, Hig88a, IEE79, IEE81, IEE82a, 
IEE82b, IEE84, IEE85, IEE86b, IEE87a, 
IEE88, IEE89, Kar85, Kol77, Kon89, Lau81, 
Lit87, MZS79, Muf88, NIS85, Nat85b, PK79, 
Ran82a, San86, Sny80, Sto89, Sum84, 
Un178a, WTE+85, WW79, Ano88j, Bea72, 
Boy86, Bra75b, CF88, D+83, Dif75, Dre79, 
Fis84, Fis87, GJ79, Goo79, Lev61a, ML87, 
NS78b, Ran82b, SE86, Van69, Bos82, Fey82, 
Hig85, Kah76, NS78a, Sch69, BWV+88].

Computing [ACM82, ACM83, ACM85, ACM86, ACM87, 
ACM88, ACM89a, ACM89c, BIB89, BMV85, 
Bur81, Den79a, Ass88, Cam87, EKG85c, 
Hog88, Odl87a, Pf89, PH78, Sch84, Sch86].
conceal [BB79]. concealability [KL84].
concealed [Lea87]. concept [Des88].
Concepts [Hig88c, Ano84b]. Concerning 
[Ano78a, CSB89, CM82, Fea83, HW76, IEE81, IEE82b, 
IEE87b, IEE88, Ker75, MZS79, RR86, 
SMT+81, San86, USE88c, USE89b, USE89a, 
USE99, Ano87a, Ano88g, EKM88, Had84, 
LLH89, Mor89, Rud82, Un178a]. conferring 
[Bud29, Bud76]. confidentiality [Ple77].
confidentially [Ple75]. Confinement 
[Lam73]. conglogateae [Hei76]. Congress 
[Gle87]. congruence [Plu82]. congruences 
[FHK+88]. congruential 
[Boy89a, Knu80, Knu85, Ree79, Ste87].
conjecture [BSW89, Mul89b].
conjunctions [Hei76]. Connection 
[Kol77, Win78]. Consensus [CMS89].
Consequences [IR89]. Considerations 
[KBD89, Mey73]. Constant 
[BIB89, CMS89]. Constant-Time [CMS89].
Construct [GGM86, CS83, LR88b].
constructing [AB81, IM86]. contain 
[Lea87]. contained [Wal00]. containing 
[Bud76, du44]. contenant [du44].
Continued [Por52, Sha48b]. Continuously 
[MM87]. contracts [EGL85]. Contribution 
[Gyl34]. Contributions [EKM84].
Control [AT83, Bla83, Kar85, MTMA85, 
Pro85, Dat85, Dem88, Gra82, Kar86, O’S88, 
Sal73, San88]. Controlled 
[AWL+88, Gun88a, OM84]. Controlling 
[O’S88, Wei83]. Conventional 
[Dif82a, Mer88]. conversations [Shu82].
convoy [Roh77, Roh75]. coprocessing 
[Van86]. Coprocessor [SK97]. core [GL89].
Corporation [WTE+85]. Correcting 
[SBET85, Mor89]. correction 
[CC81, Kak85, Rao84]. Corrections 
[Ano81a]. correctness 
[Gai77, Gai80c, O’S88]. Correlated [Blu84].
Correlation [Sie84].
Correlation-Immunity [Sie84].
correspondance [S.73]. Corrigendum 
[Vin72]. COST [Muf88, QSA88]. COST-11 
[Muf88]. Council [BBB+81]. counter 
[Wei82b]. counterintelligence [Men89].
coup [Win74b]. Cours [Giv25, Giv32].
Course [Giv78, Kon89, Ano82b, Gle57, 
GPW85, Gle86, Kob87a, Wol43a, Wol43b, 
Wol43c, Wol83]. Covert 
[Gir87, Men89, Mil87a]. crack 
[SW83, RU88]. cracked [MT72]. Cracking 
[Ree79, Hig87a, See89]. craft [Wol70].
creating [KS89]. crime [DB89]. criteria 
[BLS75]. Criterion [McC75]. Critical 
[Her78, Riv79, Roh77]. critique [DH76a].
crittografia [Sac36, Sac47]. crossword [SD86]. crossovers [WW79]. crypt [Pro80, RW84]. crypt-ology [Pro80]. Cryptanalysis [And52, Ano60, Bar61, Bar75, Bar77, Bar79a, Bar84, Bee81, BO88, Cam71, CE86, Daw85, DH77, Fos82, Gai44, Gai56, Kon85, Lev61b, Mac87, MN86, Nob84, Nob85, Nob88, RRM78, SS84, Wil86c, dBB88, And79, And80, Ano39, Ano76, Ano82b, Bia75, BB60, BB67, Bri86, Bri88, CR88b, Cou86, DK85, DDOP85, Elv87, Fri35a, Fri35b, Fri39b, Fri41, Fri42, Fri76c, Fri76b, Fri76d, Fri87, Gai39, Gai40, Gai43, Gai83, Gyl36, Gyl38, HS89, Hit43, Hol55, Kul35, Kul38, Kul67, Kul76, Lev61c, Mil43a, Mil43b, Mil43c, Sim40, Sim66, Sin68a, Sin68b, SS86, UG23, Uni42, UU89, Uni70, Uni24b, UU80, UU83, Uni24a, War82, Win74b, Wol43a, Wol43b, Wol43c, Wol83, de 53, vTB86, SE86]. Cryptanalyst [Uni40, Fri39a, GPW85, Gle86]. Cryptanalysts [MB86]. Cryptanalytic [Dea87, Odl84, GC80, HeI81]. Cryptanalytical [CR88a]. cryptanalysis [SD86, WW79]. CRYPTO [BC85, Bra90, Wil86b, CF88, Fak87, O'C81, Wil85, CRS83, CY81, Ger82, Odl87b, Pom88]. Crypto-ease [O'C81]. Crypto-Functions [Wil85]. Cryptogram [Ano60]. Cryptograms [MM83, Nan36, Nan74]. cryptographer [Sca86, Wol70]. Cryptographic [Con39, Put27, Col64]. Cryptographic [ARS83, Agn87, Agn88, AT83, BIB89, BC85, Bry67, CP87, CP88, DLM82, DH80, Dif82b, EMMT78, Fei70, Gif81, GJ82, GMM85, Gun88b, Gyl34, Ham71, Hen81, KV89, KMM+80, Lea87, LT85, MTMA85, MM78, QV89, Ritxx, San88, Ser85, Sha83a, Sie84, Sni83, Uni88a, Van69, VA88, Ano86b, BOCS83, Bla79, Bur88, Com76, CF88, Coh87a, D+83, Erd86, Fei74, FNS75, FF57, FM76, GY58, Gro74, HS85, HFL+85, Her81, HC88, IN89, Lau81, Lev83, LR86, Mas83, NY89b, NY89a, Odl85, Par85, Pic86, PH78, Sed88, Smi71a, Smi74, SB84, Uni82a, Uni82b, Wei83]. Cryptographically [BM82, BM84a, KM88, Sha83b, Ayo83, Ste87]. Cryptographic [vN83, S.73, Val92, Bau39, Bau46, Giv25, Giv32, Jos85, LS25, Sac51, dIS02, du 44]. Cryptography [Ame81, Ano76, Ano88c, Ano88b, BBB+81, BP89, BB85, Bet83, BGG77, BE76, BE79, Bur84a, Bur84b, CG75, Cop87, CM79, Dav81, DB81, Den82, DH76b, Dif88, ECW75, Fei73, Fis84, Fri76c, Gro82, Gud80, GL82, Hel79b, HlI29, HiI31, HuI98, Kon81, LM22, Lau81, Len78, Lev85, Lev86a, Lev86b, Mau14, MM82, Mil66, Mor66, SP89, Sha87, Sha45, SE86, Smi43, Smi44, Smi55, Smi71b, Smi83, Tur41a, Wil82a, dRH+99, AS83, Are21, Are22, BCB88, Bau39, Bau46, BB89, BS82, Bra81, Bus82, Choe86, DK85, Des88, DH76c, Fri76a, Fri76e, Gag88b, Gal88, Ger82, Giv78, Gui76, HHL89, HeI76, Hit43, IL89, vN83, Kil88, Korb87a, Kra86, LS25, LS81, Lee89, Lev61c, MS76, Men39, Mey73, Mic88, Mil43a, Mil43b, Mil43c, ML67, NBS76, Nea75]. cryptography [Per85, Pie77, Pri83, Sac36, Sac47, Sac51, Sac77, Sch84, Sch86, SW61, Shn66, Shn82, SNO72, TP63, Uni42, VS41, Vol41, Wal00, Wei88b, Wei98, Wil82b, Wuo82, dIS02, BCK83+83, Col64, du 44, Kon89, Lei79a, Lei79b, Ano82a, ST89]. Cryptologia [Hig88]. Cryptologist [Ale45, Jou84, Sny79, Sny80]. Cryptology [Cland77, BFW55]. Cryptology [AM85, BC85, Boy86, Bra89b, Bra89a, Cal92, CR83, CP87, Com87, DKMM87, DK+89, Fer87, Gir72, Kah66, Kah79, Kah84, Kon89, Las85, Lem79, LP87, Mars70a, Mar70b, Mei83, NaI89, Por84, QV89, Rug85, She86, She87, She88, Uni79a, Wor75, Bec88, BCI85, Boy88, Bra87b, Bra88, Bra90, CP88, Che73, CRY81,
D\textsuperscript{+83}, Fra89, Fri56, Fri63, Gal45a, Gal45b, Gal45c, Gal70, Gun88b, Jou88, Kah63, Kah82, Kah83, Oak78, Odl87b, Pat87, Pie86, Poma88, Sie83, Sim88, Sin77, Wil86b, van88, Ano82d, Bau82, Lan46, HJH85).
cryptology [Bec97]. cryptomenytics [Wal00]. cryptopak [Com76]. cryptoprocessor [MS83]. cryptoprotocols [Yun85a, Per85]. cryptosystem [CR85, ElG85b, Jun87, WM85, AM88, AM89, ABS1, CR88c, DO86, Eck83, EG85a, ElG85a, GC80, GM85, Gua87, Hel81, Hoo82, HM88, Jun88, Kar89a, Kar89b, Koy82a, Koy82b, Koy83, KM88, Lag84b, LLH89, LB88, LM80, Mei81, Nöb88, Odl84, Sal85, SY86a, SY86b, Sal88, SM83, Sha82, Sha84, SS86, SP79, SW83, SSA87, TC85, TC86, TIF\textsuperscript{+88}, VGT88, Web88, WS79, Yun85b].
cryptosystems [Bla88, BR88, Den84a, GS84, Koy82b, Koy83, LM88, MM83, N¨ob88, Odl84, Pat88, Pat89, SB82, Sim79a, Sim84, SY86a, SY86b, Sal88, SM83, Sha82, Sha84, SS86, SP79, SW83, SSA87, TC85, TC86, TIF\textsuperscript{+88}, VGT88, Web88, WS79, Yun85b].
CTTE [MPS02]. Cuckoo [Sto89]. curiosa [Shu82]. Current [Muf88]. Curve [Kob87b, CL88].
Curves [Mil86, Len87, SX89]. Curzon [Jef86]. custom [She86, She87, She88].
Cyber [LtW88a, LtW88b]. Cycle [MS87, Mas83]. Cyclic [PT89]. Cypher [Bro86, Den68, Fer87, Jef86, RRM78, Wor87, Fra84, Fra85b, Van85].
D [Bv82, Hit43, Cop89]. D. [WTE\textsuperscript{+85}]. DO\textsuperscript{L} [SSA87]. DO\textsuperscript{L}-TO\textsuperscript{L} [SSA87]. D1 [Hig88d]. D4 [Hig88d]. Dabbling [Ritxx]. Dalgarno [Shu82]. Dallas [USE88c]. das [Saw55].
dans [Zaf63]. Dante [Are21]. Data [Ano78a, Ano81b, Ano85b, Ano88d, Ano88e, Bis88b, Bis88d, Bran85a, Bur88, CA81, CA83b, Cia86, DM83, Den79b, DH77, Gai77, Gai80c, Gir71, Guh83, Hig87d, Int79, Int81b, Int84, Int87, Int88, IW81, Jun86, KBN88, Kat77, Ker75, Kra84, Lex76, Mar76, Nat77, NIS85, Nat85b, PT89, Pri80, SB82, Sim79a, Sim84, Tho86, Uni78a, Uni81, YY89, Am83, AL87, Ano80, Ano88i, Bar74, Ber80, Bra75b, Bra79, Cam88, Dat85, Den82, Diff5, Dron89, Fei70, FNS75, Fun78, Gef73, Gir72, Gru84, Hol87, Joh89, Kak83, MM82, Mit76, Mul81, NBS75a, Nat84, Nai89, NS89, O’C81, Pea80, Pri83, Sha88, Smi71a, SN072, Sor80, Tex84, Uni87, UNN83, Uni84, Van86, Wei80, Zef79, Ano78a, Ano88f, Bec82, Bis88a, Bis88c, CA83a, DH76a, EMMT78, Fra85a, Gai80a].
Data [Gai80b, Jue81, Man79, NBS75b, Nat84, Sup88, Uni78a, Uni78b, Uni82c, UNN83, UNN85, Uni84, Uni77, Uni83, Uni88b]. data-bank [Fei70]. data-flow [Sha88].
Database [Ano88f, Ano88e, DW81, GW76, Ano84b, Ano88c]. Datagram [Tsu89].
DBMS [Fai88]. DBS [IEE86a]. DC [BBB\textsuperscript{+81}, IEE82b]. Deavours [SE86].
Debate [BWV\textsuperscript{+88}]. Dec. [Uni79b]. December [Ano88c, IEE88]. deception [Men89]. déciffrissement [Per90, Za63].
Dechiffrierkunst [Kas63]. decifrar [Col64]. Decimal [BD74].
Decipherability [Ryt86, AG84].
Decipherable [BK80]. Deciphered [Ano81a, Rej81, Cla77a, Zor85].
Deciphering [Knu80, Knu85, Col86, Kas63, Zaf63].
Decipherment [Gel74, Man60, Bud76].
decision [Fis84]. deck [Her89]. decoder [Boy88]. decoders [MP86]. decree [Bud29, Bud76]. d’écriture [S.73].
Decrypting [Rub79, Sie85]. Decryption [Hen81, Beh54, Hen82, Per90, Sau99, Uni79b, Wil86c]. Dee [Shu82]. defeat [Lew82].
defies [S86]. Defined [BS86]. definitions [Kah63]. Degenerate [Ber99], degree [Has88]. Degrees [WTE85]. deinde [Hei76]. Demands [Fak87].
Demonstrating [CEvdGP87], demotic [Bud76, Bud29]. d'encres [S.73]. denies [Ano79]. Denmark [Bro86, Wor87].
Denning [Bv82]. Density [LO85].
denudata [Con99]. DEP [FMP85].
Dependence [DQD85], dependency [O'S88], deposits [GBS82], depth [Dat85]. description [Riv86], d'escrire [du 44]. desiderata [Hei76]. Design [Cha86, Flo83, Gud80, Mey73, PW86a, PR85a, SRC84, Sha88, Ayo83, Fak87, FLR77, HL88, KD78, KD97, MM82, MPS02, MT68, PR85b, Smi71a, WT86]. designed [Bur88]. designing [LLH89], designs [Mas89]. destination [Mit89]. destroyer [Uni88a]. Detecting [She86, She87, VV86, She88]. detection [Dem88]. detective [Fut73]. deterioration [Her89]. determination [Bou85].
deutschen [Kas63], developing [MPS02].
Development [AWL88, NS89, Ano78c, Bro81, Kah82, Uni78b]. Developments [Ano88h, AWL88, WTE85, Jur86].
Deviates [Ran55, Ran01]. device [Sha88, Smi71a, Tex84]. devices [Ano87d, Dat85, Spe87]. diagnostic [Sau89].
Dickson [MN86, Nöb88].
Diffusion [AWL88]. digest [Rub82]. Digital [AWL88, Den84a, FMP85, GMR88, Her89, Mat79, MA81, Mer88, Mer89, Oka88, Par85, Ran82b, RSA78, RSA83, Sim85b, Zei79, Ano80, Bar87, Cha79, Cha81, Dem88, Fun78, Lie81, RSA82, Sal78, Sch84, Sch86, Sny79, TC85, TC86, Bur81].
Digitalized [Rab77]. Digits [Ran55, Ran01]. Digraphic [Bow89].
Directions [DH76b]. Directly [MO82].
Dirichlet [BD74]. disaster [Far67, Far69].
Discrete [COS86, EIG85b, Adl87, CEvdGP87, D086, EIG85a, EIG85c, Gam88, Her81, LW88, Odl87a, Per85, RR86].
Discretionary [Kar85, Kar86, Kar87].
discussion [BBR88], disk [Hig89].
Dispersal [Rab89]. dissertation [She86, She87]. distance [Vou80a, Vou80b].
Distributed [ACM89a, BOGW88, Mil87b, RU88, Sat89, MT86]. Distributed-protocol [Mil87b]. Distribution [BBF83, MM78, CM85, Eee85, Kah84, LLH89]. Dits [BCKS83]. Divergence [vTB86]. Divers [S.73]. Divi [Hei76]. Division [Mon85].
divisions [Bar75]. Dkr [Bro86]. Dn [Tri06b, Tri21b], do [BB79, Kos83].
Document [Cop89]. documents [Lew78].
DOE [Bur88]. does [Bra79]. DOL [Tho86].
Donald [Hit83]. Door [IW81, MH78].
Doorbell [Sto65]. Doran [AWL88].
double [Cou86]. Dr. [Ano60]. Draft [Bra75a, CR85]. Dual [NM88]. Duke [Wa100]. Dupont [BBB81], durc [Sch20].
during [Bar79c, Bar79b, Men89]. Dutch [BWV88]. Dvorak [WTE85]. Dynamic [Pro85, Tsu86, WCG86].
dzialan [Kos83].

Editor [Den79b, Mul89b]. Edmonton [ACM89a]. EDP [Ano84b]. eds [AWL88].
Education [BBB+81, Mar70b]. Educators [Gra82]. Edwards [Bur81]. Effects [Beh54]. Efficient [BG58, DGD+85, HGD85, IN89, Kno79, KFB79, OSS85, OR87, Rab89, RT88, VV85, AIR83, ABS1, MI88]. efforts [Gra82].

EFTs [Van87]. Egg [Sto89]. Egyptian [Bud76]. Eighteenth [ACM86]. Eighth [ACM89a]. einem [Sch20]. einiger [Eck82]. Electrical [IEE82b]. Electronic [Ano85b, BW85, HFL+85, Per88, Lin93, Bau39, Bau46, Bau46]. Elliptic [Kob87b, Mil86, CL88, Len87, SX89].

Elementary [Cam71, Fri76e, Gai39, Gai40, Gai43, Gle57, GPW85, Gle86, Lev61b, Mil43a, Mil43b, Mil43c, Sin66, Sin68a, Sin68b, Lev61c]. Elements [Fri76d, UG23, Uni24b, UU80, UU83, Uni24a, BE76, Fri76b, PR85a, Bau39, Bau46, Bau46].

Elliptic [Kob87b, Mil86, CL88, Len87, SX89]. Elsevier [Lit87, San86]. elucidation [Wal00]. elusa [Hei76]. Embedding [BCB88, Sha83a]. emc [Ano87a, Ano88g]. emc/rfi [Ano87a, Ano88g]. employed [Col64]. empregados [Col64]. emulates [Ano78a, Ano88g].

Enciphered [Bar79a, Lea87]. Enciphering [Kno79, KFB79, Tuc70]. Encipherment [BM75, BM76, FH74, Kon85, Bar79a, PR85b, Lin87, Lin88, Lin89]. Encrypted [VP888, ALN87a, Ano87b, Ano88i, SSDG81].

Encryption [Ano78a, Ano81b, Ano82c, Ano88f, Aylo68b, Aylo68a, Ayo81, Bar74, BM89, Bec82, Bet88, Bis88a, Bis88b, Bis88c, Bis88d, BG85, Boo81, Bra75a, Bra75b, Bur88, CA81, CA83b, CA83a, sC85, DWK81, Den79b, DB89, DH76a, DH77, EMMT78, FMP85, Fra85a, Gai77, Gai80a, Gai80b, Gai80c, GM84, Gui83, H887, Hig87c, Hig88e, Hoo80, IEE86a, Jue81, KJ77, Kak85, Kal85, Kat77, Kem88, KBD89, Kol77, Lex76, LS89, Ma79, Mar76, MH81, Mer88, Mit76, NBS75a, NBS75b, Nat77, Nat84, NS75b, PM78, Pea80, Ple75, Ple77, Pon89, PK79, Lin93, SJ76, SB82, SBC85, Sim79c, TT84a, TT84b, Tho86, Uni78a, Uni78b, Uni87, Uni82c, UNN83, UNN85, Uni84, Uni77, Uni81, Uni83, Uni88b, Yas76, Ame83, AA80, Ano80, Ano84b, Ano85b, Ano87a, Ano88d, Ano88e, Ano88g, APW85].

encryption [Ayo83, Bar77, Ben88, Ber09, Bis88c, Bis89b, BM84b, Cam88, CF78, Chr88, Chu89, Dat85, Den84b, Die88, Dif75, Dret79, Dro89, Eck85, Fak86, Fal88, Gai78, GY87, Gam88, GMS2, Gol84, Gru87, Hig87b, Hig87d, Hig88a, Hig88f, Hua88, HW88, Int81a, Int79, Int81b, Int84, Int87, Int88, Joh89, Jon86, Kal84, KD78, KD79, KKM82, Kem89, Ker79, Knu80, Knu85, KS89, KL84, Kra84, Kic87, MO78, MS88, MS86, Mil85, Mil81, NM88, NS78a, NU88, NS89, O881, OMS4, ORS87, PP89, Pri80, Rao84, Rec79, RS83, Roy86, Ses81, Sim79b, Sim82b, Sor80, Sup88, Tex84, Van86, Vou80b, Wab87, Wan86, Wat89, Wel80, Wel82b, Wib87, Wil80, Wil86a, YY89, Zfi79, Gab82].

 Ends [SRC84, Ano84b, KYM82, LS89]. End-to-End [SRC84, KYM82, LS89]. enemy [Zor87]. enforcement [LJ75].

engendered [Bla89]. Engine [BCKS+83]. Engineering [Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e, Sch75]. Engineers [IEE82b]. England [Mur87].

English [Bud76, MS76]. English-jargon [MS76]. Enhanced [Bur85]. Enhancement [Lin93, Lin87, Lin88, Lin89]. ENIAC [WG82]. Enigma [Ano81a, AWL+88, Dea88, WTE85, Ber83, Hod83, Ale45, Ano86c, Ano87a, Ano88g, Ber73, Ber83, Elv87, Gaj89, Gar79, Gar80, Koz84a, Koz84b, Rej77, Rej81, Rejxx, Tur99, WeI82a]. enigmatic [Wal00]. `enigme [Ber73]. Entities [NS88].

Entering [Mor92]. Entropy [EHMS00]. entry [Gai78]. Enumeration [PM78].

Environment [BW85, Bis89a, KS89, Nai89, Pon89, PK79, Lin93, SJ76, SB82, SBC85, Sim79c, TT84a, TT84b, Tho86, Uni78a, Uni78b, Uni87, Uni82c, UNN83, UNN85, Uni84, Uni77, Uni81, Uni83, Uni88b, Yas76, Ame83, AA80, Ano80, Ano84b, Ano85b, Ano87a, Ano88d, Ano88e, Ano88g, APW85].
France fractionating Fourth IEE87a, IEE89, Eck82]. Founding [Kil88].

Four [Eve98, Bow59], fourteenth [ACM82].

Fourth [IEE88, Rud82]. Fraction [Por52].

fractionating [Fri41]. Fragmentation [Tsu89]. framework [Per85]. Framingham [Ker75]. France [BCI85]. Francis [Lea87].

Francisco [ACM82, Rud82]. Franken [BCKS+83, Bro86, SBET85, Vam85].

französischen [Kas63]. free [PBGV89].

freedom [Sie83]. French [Bau39, Bau46, Kas63, vN83, LS25, Per90, Sac51, Zaf93, diS02, du 44]. Friedman [Cla77a, Cla77b]. Führungsprobleme [Roh75].

Function [IW81, Mer88, Win83, Win84]. Functional [SS89]. Functions [ACGS88, GGM85, GGM86, MRW89, QG89, Sie84, WSC1, WSC2, Yao82b, BM89, GL89, IL89, Lev85, LR88b, NY89b, NY89a].

Fundamental [Knu73]. Funds [BW85, Ano85b, Kem88]. Further [RF35].

Futrelle [BCKS+83]. Future [Woo82, CSB89, Echk85, RIn85].

G [Ano82a, WG82]. G. [BCKS+83].

Gaithersburg [Ano78a, Uni78a]. Galland [lan46].

Gallica [Con39]. Galois [Mul81].

Game [GMW87, Yun85a, See89]. Games [Gar77].

Gardner [AWL+88]. Garland [Lei79a, Lei79b].

Gateways [Tsu89]. gase [Sau89].

Geheime [Sch20]. geheimer [Sch20].

Geheimschriften [Kas63].

Geleitzugschlachten [Roh75]. General [GMT45, Sid81, EKMN84, ISN87, NBWH78, Uni82c].

generalis [Tri90a, Tri21a].

Generalized [Kot85, Adi83, GCC88].

Generals [Bra87a, LSP82, Rei85, Win74b].

Generate [BM82, BM84a, Yao86, Bac88].

generated [Bar84, Plu82]. generating [Er89].

Generation [MM78, Sha83b, SE86, VV85, RT88, SD86, Vin71, Vin72].

Generator [AM85, BE79, FMC85, Boy89a, KM88, Mit76, Par85].

Generators [Boy89b, CG75, Gun88a, Plu83, Gab82, Lev85, LR86, Ste87].

gegene [Con39].

geometry [Mil85].

German [AWL+88, Elv87, Lec89, WTE+85, Ale45, Bau82, Cha86b, Eck82, Gab82, Ga89, Kas63, Koz84a, Koz84b, Rej85, Roh75, Uni79b, Win74b].

Germanica [Con39].

Germany [Bet83, Zor87]. get [Bet88].

gewisser [Sch20].

Gewiss [CN87].

Girolamo [Shu82].

Global [IEE87b, San86].

GLOBECOM [IEE87b]. glossary [SW61].

GMD [Bur81].

Godfather [Ran82a].

Godfather [Kah79, Lew78, Per88].

Goldstine [Ano81a, SWT+81].

Goldwasser [Mor88].

Goldwasser-Killian-Atkin [Mor88].

Gold. [AD81, Dro89, Lu79, Lu80, Vou80b].

Gordon [DG57].

Government [Hig88a, Den86, Fer87, Jef86].

Governmental [Dav81].

Graecia [Con39].

Graecis [Hei76].

grand [Kah82].

grande [Ber73].

graph [NM88].

greater [Lu79, Lu80].

Greatest [Ber83, Cla77b, Lew87].

Greek [Bud29, Bud76].

Group [Bla85, sC85].

Gro74. Bv82, Buc82, DS81, DMS81, Des88, NBWH78, UNN85, Ame81, BB8+81, DB81].

Group-oriented [Des88].

Group-Theoretic [Bla85].

Groups [CG75, DG57, Mas83, SBET85].

Grubb

[Sar28].

Grundlagen [Eck82].

guerre [Ber73].

guess [VGT89].

GUIDE [HR82].

Guidance [Mur87].

Guide [GJ79, CF88, MP86, MM82, Tex64, Uni82b, Uni79b].

Guidelines [Ano81b, Uni81, Bra75a].

Gustavus [Wal00].

H [Ano81a, BCKS+83, SWT+81, SBET85, WG82].

H. [BCKS+83, SWT+81].
juxta [Hei76].


Kernel [LB89a, LB89b, Sch75, Sii83]. Key [AS83, BLP83, BW85, BG85, Boo81, Bur84a, Bur84b, Cha86a, Cha85a, Den84a, Di88, EMMT78, EIG85b, GS84, Hel79b, LS89, Oka88, RSA78, RSA83, SBC85, Smi83, TTT84a, TTT84b, WM85, Wil85, Yun85a, AM88, AM89, Adl83, Ano88d, Bar87, BB79, BM84b, BS83, CM85, Ch086, CR88c, DDOP85, DH76c, Dif82a, EG85a, ElG85a, ECW75, Fra89, Gag88a, GC80, GM85, GS88, Gua87, Gly83, HHL89, HL88, Her78, Hoo82, Hun85, HW88, Kak84, Kar89b, KYM82, KL84, Koy82a, Koy82b, Koy83, Kuc87, Lag84a, LL889, Lak83, LB88, Lom83, Lu79, Lu80, LP87, Mer80, Mer82a, Mer82b, Mic88, Mi85, MN81, Mi84, N888, Nib88, O85a, OR87, PR85a, RN87, RN89, RV79, RSA82, Roy86, Sal85, SY86a, SY86b, Sal88, SM83, Ses81, SS86, SSA87, TC85, TC86, TIF88]. key [Web88, Wie87, Wil82b, WS79, Wil80, Wil86a, Yas76, vTT86]. Key-Link-Pair [Cha86a]. keyless [AS83, Yun85b]. Keys [Blu83b, EHM800, MTA85, MM78, MS87, Ber09, Bla79, BV82, CS83, D88, DMS81, Hig87d, HM88, MM88, S86]. Killian [Mor88]. kind [Gar77]. kinds [SX89].


Lands [Gyl31]. language [MS76, Sal88, Slu82, Wri89]. languages [Kas63, MS76, SSA88, SWT81]. Lapid [Ano88]. Large [AWL88, Ker75, NS78b, Sat89, She88, Hoo80, N87, PST88].

Large-Scale [AWL88]. Lasers [Sch83]. late [MS76]. Latin [MS76]. Latina [Con39]. latter [Gyl38]. iattice [VGT88, VGT89].

Law [CM82]. Lawrence [Ano88].

Laxenburg [CSB89]. Layer [VK84, Nat84, UNN83, Uni84]. Lazy [LB89a, LB89b]. lead [Gra82]. leading [Dat85]. learning [KV89]. least [CG85].

Lecture [WG82]. lectures [Fri63, Ash87].

Lee [Bur81, SWT81, GC80]. Lessons [Ad87, Riv87]. Lett [BV82, Hei81, Mei81].

Letter [MB86, Mul89b]. Level [VK83, Gra82]. levels [Uni82]. Levy [WTE85].

Library [Lei79a, Lei79b, Com76, Sin77]. Libri [Tri18]. libros [Tri06a, Tri21a]. lies [Bro75].


Linear [Hil83, Kot85, Man60, RM85, Boy89a, CE86, FH88, Kmu80, Kmu85, NU88, Plus82, Ste87, Vog85, Zaf63]. linearly [HS85]. Lines [Gua04, Cher88, Kah82].

linguarum [Con39]. Link [CA83b, MOI82].

Linz [Pic86]. lists [Bar75]. Literature [AWL88, Lan46, DAW85, Gal45a, Gal45b, Gal45c, Gal70]. literis [Hei76]. Little [Fil78, Sim04]. Load [Rab89]. Local [IEE81, Kaw87, CV89, Wan86]. Location [Mur87]. Lock [Cha86a, WW84]. Log

Magica [Hei76], magische [Sch20, Sch33], Mail [Lin93, Cha79, Cha81, Mit89, Lin87, Lin88, Lin89, Tho74], Maine [Hau74].

Mainframe [Dav85]. Maintenance [Cha83a, Gai80b, Gai80a]. Majority [GMW87, RBO89], make [Cha85c]. Making [Coo83, Fis84]. Malaysia [HS89], Malcotti [Guo04]. Man [Fil78, Cha77a, Cla77b, Ste76].

Manageable [Fak87]. Management [BW85, EMMT78, LS89, Fak87, KYM82].

Managing [TS88], mancherley [Sch20], manier [du 44]. Manipulations [SJ76].

Manitoba [HW76], manner [du 44].

Manual [AWL+88, Cou86, Hit43, Sac77, Uni40, Uni82a, Wil86c, Sac36, Sac47, Sac51].

Manuale [Sac36, Sac47]. Manuel [Sac51].

Manuscripts [MS76], mapping [FO89, Gab82]. Maratea [AG85], March [Bet83, Roh75, Roh77]. Markers [BBF83].

Market [Per88], markets [Int87, Int88].

Markoff [Hig88d], Markov [Bli84]. Mary [Ano39]. Maryland [Ano78a, Uni78a, USE89b], Marz [Roh75]. Marzolla [Nis89]. Masani [AWL+88].

Maskhutah [Bud76], Massachusets [ACM83]. Massey [WW84]. Master [Bv82, DS81, DMS81, Koy82a, Koy82b, Koy83].

Match [Riv74a], matched [Sor80]. Matching [MM87, AG84]. Math [Mul89b].

Mathematica [Mer44], Mathematical [Ano88h, AWL+88, BD74, Cam71, Fra85a, Gar77, Kon89, Mar70b, Pat87, Por52, Sha45, Sha48a, Sha48b, WTE+85, Eck82, Hof55, Sin66, Sin68a, Sin68b, Wor75]. Mathematicians [Ano81a, Gle87, Rej81, Pat87, Kon89].

Mathematics [HW76, Hel79b, Mul84, RR86].

Mathematiken [Eck82], Matrices [PM78]. Matrix [Lev58, Bou85, Vou80b].

Matsumoto [DDOP85], matter [Ano85a].

Matyas [BCKS+83], Maverick [AWL+88].

Maximin [Bau82], maxims [Bau82].

Maximum [And79, And80], May [ACM82, ACM85, ACM86, ACM87, ACM88, ACM89c, Fëa83, Gun88b, RR86, Uni79b].

Maze [Sto89], McEliece [AM88, AM89, LB88].

McLean [AWL+88]. MD [USE89a]. measure [Hoo80].

Measurement [SB84], Measures [GS84, GS88].

MEBAS [KS89]. Mechanica [Mer44].

Mechanism [Cha86a, GW76].

Mechanisms [Mul88, VK83, VK84, CV89, O’S88].

Medieval [ML67]. Mediterranean [Ben89].

Meetings [WG82], members [Ano39].

Memorandum [Jef86]. Memories [WTE+85].

Memory [LB89a, LB89b].
VK83, Bur88, Dat85, KD78, Tho74].

Networks
[IEE81, Kar85, Mu88, NS78b, PW86a, PW87a, PK79, Ay83, CV89, KD79, Kar86, Mei85, NS78a, NBWH78, Wan86, Wel82b].

Neumann [Ano88]. Nevada [ACM89b].

Newbold [Sar28]. News
[Ano82d, Bur81, Hig88a, Kol77].

Nihil [Hei76].

Nine [Wal00].

Nineteenth [ACM87].

Niv [Ano88i].

Nj [Hig83].

No [Cha86b, Bv82, Hig88a, Ker89, Lu80, Mul89b, RM85, Tuc79a, Tuc79b].

Nominibus [Hei76].

Non [BIB89, BFMM88, Cun89, Dav81, Fel87, Bar75].

Non-Cryptographic [BIB89].

Non-Governmental [Dav81].

Non-homomorphic [Chu89].

Non-Interactive [Fel87, BFM88].

Non-pattern [Bar75].

Non-Cryptographic [BOGW88, Sak89].

Nonlinear [Sie84, TIF88, Web88].

Nonrandomness [KLL88].

Nonsingular [PM78].

Norbert [AWL+88]. Normal
[Ran55, Ran01, MOVW89].

Normandy [Ben80].

Norris [AWL+88].

Norse [ML67].

North [Had84].

North-Holland [Had84].

Notation [BCKS+83].

Note
[BD74, Lam81, Lam73, Wel88a, Vec87, Bv82, CM85, Lei80, Mei81, Mul84].

Notes
[BD74, Por52].

Notice [NSB75b, Uni83].

Notices [Ano82d, Bur81].

Notion
[MRS87, MRS88].

Nov [IEE87b].

Nova [Hei76, Sch20].

Novel [Sto65].

November
[ACM89b, IEE82a, IEE89].

NP
[GG79, VV86].

NP-Completeness [GJ79].

NSA [Ano84a, Un87b].

Number
[BI89, Boy89b, BE79, FM85, Kon89, Plu83, Scl84, Sch86, VV85, CE86, Guy76, Jac87, Kob87a, KM88, Mit76, Per85, Por84, RT88, Sta70, Sta78].

Numbers
[HW75, Bac88, HW79, KL88, Tip27, Vin71, Vin72].

Numerical
[Ano81a, HW76, SWT+81].

Nummis [Mer44].

O [Bro86].

O. [BCKS+83, SBET85].

Oakland [IEE80, IEE83, IEE87c].

Object
[GL79].

Objects
[Bla85].

Oblivious
[Kil88, Rab81].

Obscuras [Col64].

Obscure [Col64].

Observability
[PW86a, PW87a].

Observation
[LB88].

Observations
[Kar89b].

Obsolet [Sha5c].

Obtaining
[RSA78, RSA83, RSA82].

Occult
[Tri06c, Tri21c].

Occulte [Con39].

Oct
[IEE79].

October
[Ano88b, CSB89, HEE76, IEE77, IEE81, IEE84, IEE85, IEE86b, IEE87a, IEE89, MB86].

Off [Ste88].

Office
[IL83].

Official
[Lew78].

Ogham
[MS76].

Oh [Wei88].

Okamoto [VGT88].

Old [Wil82a].

Ole [Van85].

Ology
[Pro80].

Omura
[WW84].

One
[BBB91, Has87, IR89, IL89, IW81, Kno79, KFB79, Lev85, Sed88, Win83, Win84, AIR83, Are22, GL89, HC88, NY89b, NY89a, Sha88, Wal100].

One-Chip
[Ste88].

One-time
[AIR83].

One-Way
[Ir89, IW81, Kno79, KFB79, Win83, Win84, Has87, IL89, Lev85, GL89, NY89b, NY89a, Sha88].

Only
[Sie85].

Ontario
[San86].

Open
[CG87, SNS88].

OpenBSD
[dRHG+99].

Operating
[HUR76, Hoo80, MT86, SII83].

Operation
[AWL+88, CA83a, Nat80, Am83, Far67, Far69].

Operations
[Cal89, Erd86, Gyl81, HT79, HH79, Uni81].

Optimal
[MTMA85, MOVW89].

Optimization
[LTW88a, LTW88b].

Options
[PW86a].

Order
[Boy89a].

Ordered
[CS83].

Orderly
[PM78].

Orders
[Koo86].

Organization
[Kra84].

Organizational
[AWL+88].

Organizations
[Sny80, Sny79].

Organized
[DB89].

Oriented
[Des88].

Origin
[BCKS+83, An87c, Bro81, MS76].

Origins
[Ran82b, Kah84].

Orlando
[IEE88].

Orleans
[IEE74].

Ornithological
[Daw85].

Osborne
[WTE85].

Other
[AWL+88, Den84a, AB81, FF57].

Output
[DQD85].

Outputs
[SK97].

Outstanding
[Jur86].

Overflow
[NBWH78].

Overview
[Den79b, Mat79, Sun84, dRHG+99].
P [Mul89b, Hig88a]. package
[Bis88e, Bis89b, Gru84, Hig87c]. packet
[SSDG81]. Packings [SBET85]. pad
[AIR83]. pages
[Ano84a, Fil78, HJH85, Wor87]. Pair
[Cha86a]. palace
[Ano84a, Bam82]. palace

Palindromic [MS87]. Paper
[Ano82d, Fri35a, Fri35c, Kul83, RF35]. paper
[Ano84a, Bam82].

package

paperback [ST89]. Papers
[Ran82b, CM82, Rud82, AWL88].

papers/Componon [Rud82]. Paradoxical
[GM85]. paradoxical [Hei76]. Parallel
[QSA88, VPS88, PP89, RT88, Sal85].

Parameters [SI76]. Paris [BCI85]. Park
[Hig83, EIE89, MB86]. Part
[Are22, Bur84a, Bur84b, Fri35b, Fri41, Lin87, Lin88, Lin89, Lin93, Vol41, She86, She87].

Partial
[BG85, Cha85a, GM82, PP89, Riv74a].

partial-match [Riv74a]. participants
[Hei76]. Partitioned [GY87]. partitioning
[GY87]. partly [MS76]. Parts [ACGS88].

party [BO85c]. Pascal [APW85]. Pass
[Has84]. Pass-Algorithm [Has84]. passa
[Hei76]. passim [Hei76]. Password
[HHL89, Lam81, Nat85a, RU88, See89, BCW86, Gai78, Sin85]. past [Riv85].

past/future [Riv85]. patents
[Lev83]. Pattern [AG84, Bar75]. Patterson
[Kon89]. payments [Cha83b]. PC
[Bec97, Dea87]. Peapolitani [Hei76]. Pearl
[Far67, Far69]. Pegawai [Saw55]. Pennings
[AWL88]. perfectly [Por84].

Performance
[Lag84b, Beh54, Lom83].

Period
[BE79, Bar79b]. Permutation
[AM85, LM84, KD78, KD79, LR86, Mei85].

Permutations
[IR89, Ayo68b, Ayo68a, Ayo81, Ayo83, Hss87, LR88b, Rej77].

perniciousa [Hei76]. Personal [Ano87d, Den79a, EHMS80, Ste89, Boy86, Win69].

Peter [Hig88b]. Peters [BCKS83]. FGP
[Saw55]. phaenomena [Mer44]. Philippum
[Tri06b, Tri21b]. Physica [Mer44].

Physica-Mathematica [Mer44].

physical

[Nat84, UNN83, Uni84]. Physics
[Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e, Ano88h, AWL+88, WTE+85, Fey82, Sch84, Sch86]. Picking
[Hig88a]. picture [SSA88]. Pieprzyk
[ST89]. Pioneer [Ano82d]. Pioneered
[Sny80]. Pioneers [Wei88]. pipeline
[PST88]. placing [She86, She87, She88].

Plaintext
[Khah63, vdAvE86]. plane [Mil85].

platform [Ale98]. Play [GMW87, GM82].

Player [Yun85a]. Playfair [Bow59]. plays
[FF57, Loea87]. Pless [Hua88]. plus
[Ber73, War82]. PN [Von80b]. pneumatica
[Mer44]. Poe [Sau89]. poems [Lea87].

Point [Sin77, Gyl38]. points [HC88]. Poker
[FM85, Yun85a, GM82]. policies [JL75].

Polish
[Ano81a, Dea88, Rej81, Wei86].
polyalphabetic [CR88a, Fri35c, Mit76].

Polygraphia [Hei76]. Polygraphiae
[Tri18]. polygraphic [Cam88]. Polynomial
[KLL88, OSS85, Sll87, Kak83, LR88a, MI88, Sha82, Sha84]. polynomial-time [Sha84].
polynomial-tuples [MI88]. polynomials
[LM84, Ltid85, No88]. Pond [Hau74].

ponderibus [Mer44]. Portland
[IEE85, USE88b, USE88a]. Portrait
[AWL+88]. Portuguese [Col64]. position
[Fri35c, RF35]. Positions [Bur81].
possession [CEvG87]. post [Hei76].

postales [S.73]. potential [Kar87]. pour
[Per90, S.73]. Power [EG85b]. Powerful
[Smi83]. pp [Ano82a, Bro86, Hel81, Hig83, Hig88b, Hig88d, Lei79a, Lei79b, Mei81, Riv79, Shu80a, Shu80b]. practica [Mer44].

Practical
[Ano22, BB60, BB67, Fel87, FS87, Lit87, MP86]. Practice
[Bl83, Hu98, Ser85]. praecipue [Con39].

Pre [Ad87]. Pre-RSA [Ad87].

Precautions [Vin71, Vin72]. predicate
[GL89]. Preliminary [Dif75, CR85, OSS85].

Prentice [ST89]. Prentice-Hall [ST89].

prepared [BB+81]. Presence
[CGMA85]. present [Riv85]. presents
[Tuc79a, Tuc79b]. Press [Man60]. Prevent
[Cha85b]. Price [ST89]. Primality
prime [Kra86, Mor88, BLS75, Mil76, Pol74]. Primer [KP89, Per85, MB86]. Primes [BLS75, Mil76, Pol74]. Principles [Gro82, Kon81, Ano82a]. Principes [Tri06b, Tri21b].

printers [Sch83]. Privacy [Hei76]. Private [Tri06b, Tri21b]. Private-key [RN87, RN89, Mil85]. Private-key [RN87, RN89, Mi85]. prin [Hei76]. Principle [Smith83]. Printing [Ver26]. Pro [Hei76]. probabilistic [BG85, GM82, GM84, Gol84, CG88, Loi80, MRS87, MRS88]. Probability [Tur41a, Gle57, GPW85, Gle86, KP89, VT86]. Probable [McC75, KP89]. Probable-Word-Proof [McC75]. Problem [AT83, BCKS+83, Cal89, CN87, GMR85, LSP82, Lam73, Mau14, Ryt86, Sim83, WM85, Bar79a, Com87, Gai78, Gy78, Jon86, Rei85, Tho74, Vou80b, Wil83b]. Problems [BLS75, Mil76, Pol74]. Procedure [Nat85a, Nat85b, Uni83, NIS85]. Processes [Cal89, CN87, GMR85, LSP82, Lam73, Mau14, Ryt86, Sim83, WM85, Bar79a, Com87, Gai78, Gy78, Jon86, Rei85, Tho74, Vou80b, Wil83b]. Proceedings [ACM82, ACM83, ACM85, ACM87, ACM89a, ACM89b, ACM89c, BC85, CP87, EKMN84, Gle87, HW76, IEE80, IEE82b, IEE83, IEE87c, Ker75, QV89, RR86, San86, USE88b, USE88c, USE88a, USE89b, USE89a, Ano78a, Ano87a, Ano88g, Bet83, BC85, CR83, CS88, CSE88b, CR81, F68a, GM88b, Had84, Mor89, Odl87b, Pic86, Pom86, Uni78a, Wil86b, ACM86, ACM88, AWL+88, Bra90]. Process [Bv82, Hei81, Mei81]. Processing [ALN87a, Ano88i, NBS75b, Ben88]. Processor [FMP85, Sed88, Bar87]. Produced [Boy89b, Plu83, Boy89a]. Producing [Win83]. Product [Ano78b]. Products [Ano89]. program [Ben88]. Programming [Pel60, SWT+81, Boy86, Ste88, War82, BCSK+83]. Programowa [Kos83]. Programs [FH74, KMM+80, Dea87]. Progressions [BD74]. Project [Mu83, Bla75]. projections [Gyl38]. promissa [Hei76]. Proof [BM84b, GMR89, MC75, Fit89]. Proofs [BOGKW88]. Propagation [Pro85]. properties [Chu89]. property [Ale98]. proposal [Rou84]. Proposed [NBS75b, Dif75, DH76a, Mc87]. propositional [Kar89a]. Prospective [Ano88h, AWL+88, WTE+85]. protect [Gef73]. Protecting [EHMS00]. Protection [Chu86a, Coh87b, HUR76, HP87, Hog88, Sal73, Wei88a, Ale98, Ano86b, BP82, Ben80, Bra75b, CF78, CF88, Coh87a, Dif75, NBS75a, SB84, Uni87, Wei89, vAd86]. protein [GY58]. Protocol [BBF83, Blu82, Blu83a, Bra87a, St.93, VT84, E85, Mi87b, Sak89]. Protocols [CCD88, CMS89, DM83, FM85, GMW87, Mer80, Mer82a, Sid81, VK83, Yao82a, BO85a, BO85b, BO85c, Cam87, DL82, D+83, Eve85, Kerm89, RBO89]. Prototype [SBC85, BB89]. Provabel [IR89]. provably [IN89, Sha86]. prove [FS87]. proven [Lea87]. Prover [BOGKW88]. provided [Gyl38]. Providence [ACM85]. provides [Uni87]. Proving [FLR77]. Pseudo [AM85, BM82, BM84a, Boy89b, FHJ+84, Gar82, LR86, Pru83, VV85, Mit76]. Pseudo-Inversen [Gar82]. Pseudo-Random [BM82, BM84a, Boy89b, Pru83, VV85, HJ+84, LR86, Mit76]. pseudoinverses [Gar82]. pseudonym [Ano60]. pseudonyms [Cha79, Cha81]. Pseudoprimes [PSW80]. Pseudorandom [MT72, Por84, Shad83, KM88, Lev85, LR88b, RT88]. Ptolemy [Bud29, Bud76]. PUB [Nat85a, Nat85b, Uni83, NIS85]. Public [BG85, Boo81, Bur84a, Bur84b, CR85, Den84a, DH76c, Di88, El85b, ECW75, GS84, Hei79b, HP87, Kuc87, LP87, Pseudoprimes [PSW80]. Pseudorandom [MT72, Por84, Shad83, KM88, Lev85, LR88b, RT88]. Ptolemy [Bud29, Bud76]. PUB [Nat85a, Nat85b, Uni83, NIS85]. Public [BG85, Boo81, Bur84a, Bur84b, CR85, Den84a, DH76c, Di88, El85b, ECW75, GS84, Hei79b, HP87, Kuc87, LP87,
Public-Key

Publication [Uni83, Wei83]. Publications [Lan46, Oak78, Pri83]. Publishers [Lit87]. Publishing [HJJ85, Had84a, Den84a, Dif88, GS84, Hel79b, Oka88, RSA83, WM85, Wil85, ECW75, LP87, AM88, AM89, Bar87, EG85a, GC80, GS88, Gua87, HHL89, HL88, Her78, Her81, Hoo82, HW88, Kahl79, Kar89b, KL84, Koy82b, Koy83, Lag84a, Lak83, LB88, Mer80, Mer82a, Mer82b, MN81, Mul84, Nöb88, ORS+87, PR85a, Ric74, Riv79, RSA82, Roy86, Sal85, SY86a, SY86b, Sal88, SM83, Ses81, SS86, SSA87, TC85, TC86, TIF+88, Web88, Wil82b, WS79, Wil80, Wil86a, Ame81, BBB+81, DB81].

Publications [Lan46, Oak78, Pri83]. Publishers [Lit87]. Publishing [HJJ85, Had84a, Den84a, Dif88, GS84, Hel79b, Oka88, RSA83, WM85, Wil85, ECW75, LP87, AM88, AM89, Bar87, EG85a, GC80, GS88, Gua87, HHL89, HL88, Her78, Her81, Hoo82, HW88, Kahl79, Kar89b, KL84, Koy82b, Koy83, Lag84a, Lak83, LB88, Mer80, Mer82a, Mer82b, MN81, Mul84, Nöb88, ORS+87, PR85a, Ric74, Riv79, RSA82, Roy86, Sal85, SY86a, SY86b, Sal88, SM83, Ses81, SS86, SSA87, TC85, TC86, TIF+88, Web88, Wil82b, WS79, Wil80, Wil86a, Ame81, BBB+81, DB81].


Ramp [BM85]. Random
Request [Bur81]. requests [NBS75a].

Requirements [FH74, Ano85b, Nat84, Uni7a, UNN83, UNN85, Uni84]. Requiring [EKW74]. Research [Dav81, IEE89, Bla75, Gir71, Jou88].

resource [Ano88j]. Restera [Lec89]. Restraints [Dav81]. Results [BO88, BS67, CM79, Kal85, Muf88, DH85a, JM84, Per85]. Retail [BW85]. Retrieval [CM79, KBD89, Riv74b, Riv74a].

Resource [Ano85b]. Resulting [DEK74]. Requiring [EKW74]. Research [Dav81, IEE89, Bla75, Gir71, Jou88].

reserata [Hei76]. resource [Ano88j]. Restera [Lec89]. Restraints [Dav81]. Results [BO88, BS67, CM79, Kal85, Muf88, DH85a, JM84, Per85]. Retail [BW85]. Retrieval [CM79, KBD89, Riv74b, Riv74a].

Requirements [FH74, Ano85b, Nat84, Uni7a, UNN83, UNN85, Uni84]. Requiring [EKW74]. Research [Dav81, IEE89, Bla75, Gir71, Jou88].


Rune [Hau74]. runic [ML67]. running [Ste88].

S [BCKS83, Lan46, Mul89b, Gu83, WT86]. S-box [Gu83]. S-boxes [WT86]. S.


Science [AWL88, BCKS83, IEE79, IEE82a, IEE84, IEE85, IEE86b, IEE87a, IEE89, Jev74, Lit87, Mil86b, Odl84, OM84, Wil86a].

Schemes [BM85, OSS85, Sha85, Chu89, DO86, IN89, ISN87, MA81, Ple75, Ple77, Rao84, Sha86].

Schimpp [Sch20]. Schlicht [Roh75]. Schneider [Bv82]. School [Den86, Fer87, Jef86]. Schreiben [Sch20, Sch20]. Schreibkunst [Sch20, Sch33]. Schriften [Sch20]. Science [AWL88, BCKS83, IEE79, IEE82a, IEE84, IEE85, IEE86b, IEE87a, IE89, Jev74, Lit87, Mil86b, Odl84, Sha86].

scripta [Con39]. scripti [Put27]. scripturam [Tri06c, Tri21c]. sea [Bee81].

Seal [Far67, Far69]. Sealing [GJ82, Gif81]. Search [BM75, BM76, BCKS83, Jue81, Gu83, Sha86, Sie83]. Seattle [ACM89c].
Seberry [ST89]. Sec’83 [Féa83, Had84]. Sec’84 [San86]. Second [San86, SBET85, HT79, HH79]. secondary [Fri85c, NBWH78, RF35]. Secrecy [EKW74, Sha49, Gif81]. Secret [Ano22, Blu83b, Cha85a, Cha85b, CGMA85, Cla12, Dro89, EHMS00, Fin87, Gin70, Has84, Hig89, Hon19, ISN87, Nan36, Nan74, Nor73, Pie77, Pra39, Ric74, Sea86, Sea56, Sha79, Ste87, TP63, Ver61, Win69, Wol70, Yar40, Yun85a, Ano84a, Ano88a, Bam82, Bro86, Cal80, Fra84, Fra85b, Fra86, GM82, Hig88c, Hig88d, Jac87, Jon78b, Ker89, Laf64, Lan81, Lew78, MS76, Mic88, NU88, Per90, RBO89, Smi43, Smi44, Smi71b, Ste76, Vam85, Win74a, Win74b, Win75, Wor87, Win85, Zim48, Zor87, du 44, Kas63, SBET85]. secret-key [NU88]. Secretdisk [Hig88f]. secr`ete [S.73]. secr`etement [du 44]. secretes [Per90]. Secrets [HJH85, MM87, SDV83, Ted85, Yao86, Hig88a, Ker89, MS81, Rab81]. Section [Den79b, Sin88]. sector [Ano80]. secundum [Hei76]. Secure [ACGS84, BW85, BP85, Bir85, CCD88, CM79, Den79a, GMR88, Gud80, LS89, Mer78, PK79, Sim82a, VV85, Win84, Yao82a, CG85, Hig87d, Hoo82, IN89, KM88, Lan89, MM82, Mit89, Pie77, Sha86, Ste87, Yun85b, KBN88]. Security [ADD891, AM88, AM89, Ano78c, Ber80, BM85, BGK77, Bro81, Cha85c, DM83, Fea83, GJ82, IEE80, IEE83, IEE87c, IEE88, Kol77, Lan89, LHM84, Len78, Lit87, MHS1, Muf88, Pfi89, Pur74, Rab89, RW84, San86, Sat89, Sch83, SS89, Sum84, USE88b, USE88a, VK83, VK84, Ano78a, Ano82c, Ano84b, Ano89, Bar74, Bec97, BOC83, BCW86, Bis89a, BO85a, Bo85b, Bos82, BS82, Cho86, D’83, Den82, Dre79, Dro89, Eve85, Fal88, FLR77, Fis84, GS78, Gon89, HS85, HAd84, HL88, Hef76, Hoo88, Hoo80, JL75, Kak83, KVM82, Ker89, Koc89, LB88, MM82, MRS87, MRS88, Mit76, NBS76, Nat84, Nai89, Pri83, Rou84, Sch75, SP89, Ser85, Sie83, Sil83, Sin85, Ste89, Uni78a, Uni82c, UNN83, UNN85, Uni84, Uni81, Van87, dC87, Ano79, Féa83, Had84, Hig83]. security [ST89]. Security-related [AM88, AM89]. sed [Hei76]. seed [Bou85]. seen [Uni79b]. Seev [Ano88i]. seejao [Col64]. Select [Uni78b]. Selected [Ran82b, CM82]. Selemus [Wal00]. Self [Pro85, Sch86]. self-similarity [Sch86]. Self-Synchronizing [Pro85]. Selfcipher [Pel60]. Selfridge [Mul89b]. semigroups [Eck83]. Seminar [Mar70b, Mar70a]. Seminumerical [Knu69b, Knu69a]. Senate [Uni78b]. Senior [Mar70b, Mar70a]. sententiam [Hei76]. Sentinel [Sup88]. September [BGK77, Ker75, San86]. Sequence [AWL+88, LT85, KM88, Plu82]. Sequences [BM82, BM84a, Boy89b, BE79, Gol67, Gol82, Gun88a, MS87, Plu83, Sha83b, Boy89a, CE86, Kak85, Koo86, Nie88, Por84, Vam85, Vou80b]. Serenissimum [Tri06b, Tri21b]. server [St.85]. Service [SS89, SNS88, NBWH78, St.84]. Service [Ano88c, Ano88f, Ano88e, Bur88]. ses [Jos85]. Set [Nea75, WC81, SX89]. seventeenth [ACM85]. Sex [Tri88]. Shakespeare [Are22, FFW55, FF57, Lea87]. Shakespearean [FF57]. Shamir [BB79, SP79, Bar87, Lag84b, Odl84]. Shaped [WTE+85]. Share [Sha79]. Shared [IW81, Fra89]. Sharing [CGMA85, Fin87, BV82, DS81, DMS81, ISN87, MS81, RBO89, Sal73, Wil68a, Wil68b, Wil72, Wil75]. Shelta [MS76]. Shift [Gol67, Gol82, Bar84, Nie88]. shift-register [Bar84]. short [Bud76]. shortcut [Tuc79a, Tuc79b]. Should [SE86, Nai89]. shuffling [NS89]. Shulman [Lei79a, Lei79b]. SIAM [RR86]. sic [Ple75]. Sieve [Sil87, PST88]. signal [Ano82c, Bar87, Eck85]. Signaling [Cla12]. signalling [Hol87]. Signals
Signature
[And86, sC85, Win74b].
Signatures
[Boo81, Den84a, Mat79, MH78, Rab77, RSA78, RSA83, Sim85b, Cha83b, Lie81, RSA82, Sal78, TC85, TC86, dC86, dC87].
signs [S.73].
significant [CG85]. significantibus [Hei76].
signing [EGL85].
similarity [Sch86].

Simoneita [Per90]. Simple
[CMS89, HM83, SBET85, Bar75, Hor85].
simplification [Gui83]. Simplified [RB82].
Simulate [QSA88]. Simulating [Fey82].
Simulation [Ham71, Kal85, KS89, Lau81].
simultaneity [CGMA85, GY87].
simultaneous [Has88]. Singer [IEE84].
Sign [Ano78b, Bar61, BOCS83, Gyl38, Riv80, Tuc70]. Single-board [Ano78b].
single-chip [Riv80]. Singular [MM83].
Sinkov [Cam71]. sive [Con39, Put27]. Six
[BCKS83, Fri63, Gyl38, Wel82a]. size
[Yas76]. skil[l [Uni82a]. skonczonych
[Kos83]. slice [Roy86]. slide [Gyl38]. Small
[DQD85]. Smart [CSB89, McI85]. Society
[Des88, IEE82b, Rud82, Ano82d]. sofic
[Bla89]. Software
[Fak86, HP87, SK97, BE76, DDG+85, Erd86, Gru84, Hig87e, OM84, Rou84].
software-based [Rou84]. Soldier [Uni82a].
Solomon [MS81]. Solution
[AT83, Cha86b, GMR85, Man14, Sed88, Dea88, Fri35c, Gai39, Gai40, Gai43, Gai44, Gai56, Hit43, ReI85, Von80b]. solutions
[Com87, FS87, Tuc79a, Tuc79b, VV86].
solver [Fri76b]. solves [Rou84]. Solving
[Blu82, Blu83a, Has88, LO85, MP86, Rejxx, TIF+88]. solvuntur [Hei76]. Some
[BS86, BS67, FNS75, Gag88b, GS78, HC88, JM84, Lev61a, Lev61b, Lev61c, MN81, Nie88, WS79, Wil85, dC87, DO86, Ecks2, Eve85, FF57, Her78, Hog88, KLL88, Koo86, Riv79, dC86]. sonderlichen [Sch20]. Sons
[Ano82a]. sophisticated [Hor85]. Sorting
[DG57]. Sound [Hon19]. Source
[Blu84, Wil82c]. Sources
[Ano87, Agn88, CG88]. South [RR86].
Space [Ryt86]. Spanheimensis
[Hei76, Tri21b, Tri06b]. spawned [Hor85].
Speaks [Burr]. Special
[Den79b, DB81, Gal88, Sim88, Kas63, MS76]. spécialement [S.73]. specialist [HFL+85]. specialties [Jur86]. Specification [SS89]. Spectral
[Chr78, Gut3]. Spectroscope
[Ano22]. spectrum [Kah84]. Speech
[KJ77, SJ76, BP85, HL87]. Speed
[Lev61a, Sed88, Ano87b, PP89]. Sphere
[SBET85]. Spirit [Hau74]. spirituum
[Hei76]. Sprache [Kas63]. spread [Kah84].

ing [Rud82]. Spy [Sto89, Win89]. spying [Hor85]. square [Bov59, Per85].
staff [Uni78b]. stamp [BO85a, BO85b].
Standard [Ano78a, Ano81b, Ano88f, Bis88b, Bis88d, Bur88, CA81, CA83b, CA83a, Kat77, Nat77, Nat85a, Nat85b, SB82, Uni78a, Ano88e, Bar87, Bet88, Dif75, Hig87b, Ame83, Ano78a, Bec82, Bis88a, Bis88c, Bra75a, DH76a, DH77, EMMT78, Fra85a, Gai77, Gai80a, Gai80b, Gai80c, Gu83, Jue81, Lex76, Ma79, NBS75b, Nat84, Uni78a, Uni78b, Uni87, Uni82c, UNN83, UNN85, Uni84, Uni87, Uni81, Uni83, Uni88b].
Standardization [Kra84]. Standards
[Ano78a, BGK77, Mar76, Uni78a, BS82, Dif75]. Stars [Rus27]. State [Blu84, Sha78].
Statement [Hei76]. States
[Shu80a, Shu80b, Sin77, Uni78b, Bar79c, Bar79b, Lev83, Web79]. Statistical
[Kul35, Kul38, Kul67, Kul76, de 53]. statistically [Sor80]. Statistics
[Tur41b, FO89]. status [BS83].

Steganographia
[Tri06c, Tri21c, Sch20, Sch33, Hei76, Wal00]. Steganographiae
[Tri21b, Tri06b].

steganographica [Hei76].
steganographicos [Tri06a, Tri21a].
Steganologia [Sch20, Sch33]. stelae [Bud76].
Step [Gun88a]. Stockholm [Fèa83]. Stokes [BCKS+83]. Stone [Bud22, Bud29, Bud76].
Stones [Hau74]. Storage [CM79, Ano87b]. storage/backup [Ano87b]. Stored [TS88].
Symmetric [AQ98, Sim79c, Sim82b]. symmetry [Fri35c, RF35]. sympathiques [S.73].
Symposium [ACM82, ACM83, ACM85, ACM86, ACM87, ACM88, ACM89a, ACM89c, AWL+88, IEE74, IEE79, IEE80, IEE82a, IEE83, IEE84, IEE85, IEE86b, IEE87a, IEE87c, IEE89].
Synchronizing [Pro85]. Synthese [SB82].
synthesis [GY58]. System [AT&T86, ?]. ARS83, Bur84a, Bur84b, Bur85, DWK81, GW76, Guid80, Hen81, HR82, IL83, LHM84, LB89a, LB89b, Pro85, QSA88, RW84, SRC84, Sat89, SBC85, Smi83, TS88, TT84a, TT84b, ALN87b, BCB88, BCW86, Cho86, Dro89, FLR77, Fei74, Fra89, Fun78, Her81, Lan89, Lei80, Mii85, MPS02, Mul81, MT66, Si83, SNO72, Smi74, Sor80, TIF+88, Van87, Van86, ADDS91, Ber80, KBN88].
System/38 [Ber80]. systèmes [S.73].
Systems [Agn87, Agn88, Cha86a, Cha85a, GMR89, HRU76, KBD89, Kon85, LT85, Mur87, Sha83a, Sha49, SNS88, Ass88, Ver26, Ame83, Bar84, BP82, Bla89, Cha85c, CF88, Dre79, Fri35b, Fri41, FF57, Gen89, Gro74, Hoo80, HW88, La81, Mer82b, MM82, NBW78, Pea80, PR85b, Ses81, Tuc70, Wil68a, Wil68b, Wil72, Wil75, CA83b, CA83a].

T [Mul89b, WG82]. T. [BCKS+83, SBET85]. T0L [SSA87].
Täfelfungen [Gab82]. take [Gar77].
tale [Bro86, Fra84, Fra85b, Van85, Wor87]. Talk [Fil77, Ano39].
Tall [Bud76]. ta’miyah [MTA87]. tampering [Ano79]. tandem [Hei76].
Tanis [Bud76]. tap [OW84].
Tapping [Kah76]. Tar [Rud82]. task [MPS02]. Tassiana [Put27]. Teaching [Fil77].
Technical [Lam81, USE99, Fri35a, Fri35c, Kui35, RF35].
technic [Kos83]. technique [Hol87, NS89].

Techniques
[BCI85, CP87, CP88, Gun88b, QV89, Van69, FNS75, Kem89, Pic86, RS83, Wil86c].
technologies [DB89]. Technology [Ano87d, AWL+88, Gra82, Ano86a, Cam87, Di82b, Gai80a, Rud82, BCKS+83].
Telecommunications [IEE87b, Uni82c].
Telecryptograph [Gua04]. telegram [FM76, Tuc66]. Telegraph [Ver26].
Telegraphic [Gua04]. teleinformatics [GL82].
Telephone [Blu82, Blu83a, Gua04, Hon19, NBWH78].
itelephones [Wab87]. Telephoning [Mea20].
Teletrust [Rih87]. television [Eck85].
telex [FVTS87]. Templars [GB82]. Tem[pl]ars [GB82]. Ten [Dif88, Hel79a]. ter [Muf88].
Terminal [BD74]. terrorism [DB89]. Test [HR82, LT85, AG84]. Testing [Mor88, Eve85, Gai80a, Pol74].
tests [Mil76]. Text [KBD89, PM78, DO86, Int81b, Int84, Int87, Int88]. texts [Bud29, Bud76, Knu87].
Their [Ano88h, AWL+88, WC81, WTE+85, Edw15, Fri35c, Gai39, Gai40, Gai43, Gai44, Gai56, GS78, Jur86, NY89b, NY89a, Odl85, dC87].
Theorem [GMW87, Chu89]. Theorems [BOGW88, Pol74]. Theoretic [Bla85, Gro74, JM84].
theories [Rug85]. Theory [ACM82, ACM83, ACM85, ACM86, ACM87, ACM88, ACM89c, BCI85, Bla83, Bla85, CP87, CP88, GJ79, Gun88b, HW75, IEE74, Kon89, Lu80, QV89, Sha45, Sha48a, Sha48b, Sha49, Sim85a, Yao82b, Gag88a, Gag88b, Gol84, Ham80, Ham86, HW79, Jac87, Kob87a, Lak83, Nie86, Per85, Pic86, Rej77, Sal88, Sch84, Sch86, Sta70, Sta78].
Theory/Coding [Sim85a]. there [Føk86]. thieves [Hor85]. thing [Yas76]. Thinking [BCKS+83, Fut73]. Third [Kah63, RR86].
Thomas [Sea56]. Thompson [SBET85]. Thousands [Fil77]. threat [Ano88a].
Three [Per85, Pon89, WTE+85]. Threshold [Cha85a, Kot85, LLH89]. throughout [Win74b]. Thwarting [Hor85].
tilings [Gab82]. Till [Gyl81]. Time [CMS89, FH74, QSA88, Wil68a, Wil68b, Wil72, Wil75, AIR83, Bra81, EIG85c, Hig88a, Sha82, Sha84, Wal00, YY89].
time-luck [Bra81]. Time-sharing [Wil68a, Wil68b, Wil72, Wil75].
timely [OR87]. Times [Hig88d, NBWH78]. tips [MP86]. tissue [Fun78]. titles [Sin77]. TLP [Bék79]. TMS7500 [Tex84]. TMS75C00 [Tex84]. today [DKKM87, Føk86].
tokens [Spe87]. Tokyo [IEE87b]. Tolerance [Rab89]. Tolerant [BIB89, BOGW88].
tomorrow [DKKM87]. tool [Mic88].
Toolbox [Sac86]. Tools [Die88, Ano86a, DB89].
top [Cal80, Hig88d, Hig88c, Zor87].
top-secret [Zor87]. Topic [Mar70b, Mar70a]. Tore [Riv79].
Toronto [IEE86b, Sen86].
totally [Hel79a]. Tracking [Sto89]. tract [Sim80].
Tractatus [Mer44]. tradeoff [Bra81].
traduzir [Col64]. Traffic [Cal89, Hol87, Uni79b, Wel82b]. trails [Cam87].
Trainer [Uni82b]. Traité [LS25, dLS82].
trans. [LS25, dLS82]. transaction [Cha85c, ADS91]. Transactional [O’N86].
transcendental [KLL88]. Transfer [BW85, Ano85b, Gra82, Kem88, Kil88, Rab81].
Transformation [Hil31, Con76, NM88]. transformations [YY89]. transformed [MOI82].
Translation [Lem79]. translating [Col64]. translations [Bud76].
transmission [Ano88d]. transparent [Hig88f]. Transport [VK84].
Transposition [Fri41, Bar61, Con86]. Trap [IW81, MH78]. Trap-Door [IW81].
Trapdoor [Wil83a, Yao82b, GM85, SM83].
trapdoor-knapsack [SM83]. Trapdoors [Sha83a]. TRASEX [Van87].
Trattati [Alb70]. Treatise [LS81, Tur99, LS25, dLS82]. Treatises [Alb70].
Treaty [Sim79a, Sim84]. tree
[CS83, San88]. Trees
[BM75, BM76, Er89, FHK+84]. trend
[Nai89]. tres [du 44]. tres-subtile [du 44].
Trial [Mon85]. Triangle [IEE89]. trifid
[Bow60b]. Triple [Cla12]. triplex
[Tri06a, Tri21a]. Trithemii [Hei76, Hei76].
Trithemij [Tri06a, Tri06b, Tri21a, Tri21b).
Trithemio [Hei76]. Trithemius
[Shu82, Wal00]. Trojan [Kar87]. Troubled
[Lit87]. truly [Vin71, Vin72]. truncated
[FK+88, HS85]. Trust [Tho84, Tho87].
Trusted [MM87, SK97, BCB88]. Trusting
[Tho84, Tho87]. Trustworthy
[Sim79a, Sim86]. U-boat
[Beh54]. U.S.
[Gr82, Sy79]. ubi [Hei76]. ue [Hei76].
ultimate [Wii86c]. ultra
[Cal80, Mul89a, Be77, Ben78, Ben79, Lew78, Wle86, Win74a, Win74b, Win75, Win89].
ultrasound [Fun78]. unabridged [Kah63].
Unbiased [Bli84, CG88]. Unclassified
[Un87b]. Unconditionally [CC88].
Undergraduate [An82d]. Uniform
[Lie81]. Unique
[LR88a, Ryt86, AG84, VV86]. Uniquely
[BK80]. United
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